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vided in fixed Dosition adjacent the inner wall of the sepa- 
3,224,173 rator, but a t  a' lesser radial distance from the rotary axis 
of the separator than at least one of the tube ends of the 
James E. Webb, Administrator of the National Aeronau- collector tubes. The Venturi tube is disposed with its tics and Space Administration, with respect to an invention of william A. Prewott, 7703 E. llzth st., 5 axis tangential to the annular pool whereby as the quan- 
tity of liquid in the centrifugal separator increases to Kansas City, Mo. 
where liquid flows through the Venturi tube, a pressure 
drop is created in the Venturi port which is communi- 
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cated to the cylinder on the side of the piston valve en- 
The invention described herein may be manufactured lo gaged by the biasing spring by means of a connecting 
and used by or for the government of the United States conduit. The pressure reduction induced in the cylinder 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- thus reduces the effect of the valve spring and opens the 
ment of any royalty thereon or therefor. valve to  the liquid outlet, thereby draining liquid from 
This invention relates to a system for removing liquid the separator. As the liquid level recedes in the separator 
from a gas stream with which the liquid is mixed, and is 15 so that the Venturi tube is no longer submerged therein, 
particularly adapted for operation in a gravity free en- the spring closes the piston valve and liquid flow from 
vironment. the separator ceases. 
In fluid circulating systems which are required to o p r -  Other objects and many of the attendant advantages 
ate under zero gravity conditions such as the environ- of this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
mental control systems for astronauts or liquid-gas cir- 20 become better understood by reference to the followi 
culating systems in fuel cell power supplies for space- detailed description when considered in connection wi 
craft, the separation of liquid from a liquid-gas stream the accompanying drawings in which like reference n 
is a usual operational requirement. The separated liquid merals designate like parts throughout the figures thereo 
is generally stored in a closed container and for space and wherein: 
saving reasons and other reasons compatible with the use 25 FIG. 1 is a schematic view partly in section of the 
of the liquid it is usually desirable that only liquid be liquid removal system of this invention; 
removed from the mixture. In addition, where a liquid FIG. 2 is a schematic view of the collector tubes which 
separator is located in a conduit which carries a liquid- are adapted to pump liquid from the centrifugal separator 
gas mixture, it is important for efficiency of operation that in the invention; and 
only a part of the liquid accumulating in the separator be 30 FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing the Venturi tube 
removed. which is disposed in fixed position in the centrifugal sepa- 
The liquid-gas separator of this invention is particularly rator. 
adapted to the extracting of liquid from a liquid-gas Referring more particularly to FIG. 1 of the drawing, 
stream in a zero-gravity environment. Such liquid re- there is shown a liquid removal device 10 which is in- 
moval systems have been previously developed, one such 35 stalled to remove liquid from a conduit 11 carrying a 
being disclosed in a co-pending application of Kenneth E. mixture of gas and liquid. Positioned within an enlarge- 
Stroup et al., #176,504, filed February 28, 1964 for a ment 12 of the conduit 11 is a centrifugal separator 13 
Self-Regulating Liquid Removal System. These prior art which is supported within the enlargement on a shaft 15 
systems, however, have not been entirely satisfactory in which is suitably driven by means not shown, to spin the 
effecting the separation of only pure liquid from the mix- 40 separator at a high speed. The separator comprises a 
ture. The present invention includes a positive action bowl 14 in the form of a frustrum of a cone which is 
valve means for insuring the removal of only liquid from rotatable by the shaft 15 and i s  filled in part with a wire 
the mixture. The system includes a separator of the mesh material 16 on which the liquid from the stream 
centrifugal type whereby the liquid in a liquid-gas mix- of gas and liquid will collect. A wire screen 17 extend- 
ture, when introduced into the separator, is disposed by 45 ing transversely of the conical bowl 14 holds the mesh 
centrifugal force in an annular pool against the walls of in the cone. The enlargement 12 of the gas liquid con- 
the rotating bowl of the separator. The liquid collecting duit is desirably also of frusto-conical shape correspond- 
in the annular pool in the separator is removed through ing to  the shape of the centrifugal separator and disposed 
a pair of collector tubes which are positioned in fixed re- in coaxial relation therewith with little clearance between 
lation within the separator and by means of an auto- the two. As the separator rotates, the liquid collecting on 
matically operating piston valve are placed in fluid corn- the wire mesh is carried by centrifugal force to form an 
munication with the liquid outlet tube whenever the liquid annular pool 20 of liquid at the largest diameter of the 
in the separator exceeds a predetermined amount. separator. 
The pair of collector tubes extend radially from a The liquid collecting in the annular pool in the separa- 
cylinder which houses the piston valve and is located CO- '* tor is removed through a pair of collector tubes 21 and 
axially with the rotary axis of the separator. The outer 22 which are positioned in fixed relation within the sep- 
ends of the radial tubes are.located close to the inner arator and by means of an automatically operating pis- 
wall of the separator and oriented to face the rotating ton valve 25 (to be hereinafter described) are placed in 
liquid whereby liquid in the pool will be carried into the fluid communication with a liquid outlet tube 26 when- 
tube ends. However, one tube end is disposed at a 6o ever the liquid in the separator exceeds a pre-determined 
greater distance from the rotary axis of the separator than value. The pair of collector tubes extend radially from 
the other, whereby it receives liquid at  a higher velocity a cylinder 27 which houses the valve element and is lo- 
and is subjected to higher total pressure. The liquid cated coaxially with the rotary axis of the separator. The 
flows from the tube subjected to higher total pressure into cylinder is attached at one end to a disc-shaped base 
the cylinder which houses the piston valve. When the member 28 which also supports the conduit 11 which 
piston valve in the cylinder is in its normally closed passes through an opening 29 provided in the disc. The 
spring-biased position where it closes off the liquid out- liquid outlet tube 26 also passes through a bore 30 in the 
let tube, liquid flows from the cylinder which houses center of the disc whereby it is adapted to fluidly com- 
the piston valve and out the other collector tube and is 7o municate with the cylinder 27 by action of the piston 
returned to the pool. 25. The piston 25 includes an axial extension 25n which 
normally seats in an enlargement 30a of the bore 30 in For opening the piston valve a Venturi tube is pro- 
s,aa4,17s 
3 4 
the disc member to close off the liquid outlet tube. A termined quantity of liquid within the centrifugal sepalu. 
coiled spring 32 disposed in the cylinder to the right of tor. The location of the Venturi tube, of course, can be 
the piston abuts the cylinder head and the piston to bias made radially adjustable to adjust the automatic opera- 
the piston to its normally closed position. tion of the system in response to different desired ac- 
The pair of collector tubes 21 and 22 extend radially 5 cumulation levels of liquid in the separator. The opera- 
from the cylinder which houses the piston valve with the tion of the valve means, which opens only when the cylin- 
outer ends of the tubes located close to the inner wall der chamber to the left of the piston in the drawing is 
of the separator and oriented to face the rotating liquid, filled with liquid, insures only liquid flow f r o r  the sep- 
whereby liquid in the pool will be carried into the tube arator. 
ends. However, the end of the tube 21 is disposed at a While in the embodiment of the invention shown here- 
greater distance from the axis of the separator than is the in both tube ends of the radial collector tubes face the 
end of the tube 22 whereby it receives liquid at a higher ram effect of the liquid, the tube end of the shorter 
velocity and is subjected to higher total pressure, and tube could be turned away so as not to receive the 
liquid is pumped from the annular pool through the tube velocity energy of the rotating liquid. A greater flow 
21 and into the cylinder 27. When the valve piston in the 15 of liquid into the cylinder could therefore be effected 
cylinder is in its normally closed spring-biased position as desired. The liquid flow and pressure exerted against 
where it closes off the liquid outlet tube, liquid flows from the piston on the liquid side of the piston can also be 
the annular pool into the collector tube 21 into the cylin- adjusted by varying the diameters of the collector tubes 
der 27 and out through the tube 22, and is thereby re- or providing restriction means therein, and varying re- 
turned to the pool. 
For opening the piston valve, a Venturi tube 31 is pro- It should be understood that the foregoing disclosure 
vided in fixcd position adjacent to the inner wall of the relates only to preferred embodiments of the invention 
separator, but at a lesser radial distance than at least one and that it is intended to cover all changes and modifica- 
of the tube ends of the collector tubes. The Venturi tube tions of the examples in the invention herein chosen for 
is disposed with its axis tangential to the annular pool 25 the purposes of the disclosure which do not constitute 
whereby, as the quantity of liquid in the separator in- departures from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
creases to where the liquid flows through the Venturi tube, What is claimed and desired to  be secured by Letters 
reduced pressure is produced in the restricted throat 31a Patent is: 
of the tube. This pressure is communicated to the cylin- 1. A centrifugal separator for removing liquid from 
der 27 on the side of the piston valve engaged by the 30 a liauid-gas stream. said seuarator comprisinpr: 
20 striction in flow path to outlet. 
_.
bias spring means through <connecting conduit 35. The 
conduit 35 opens into the Venturi tube at the restricted 
throat thereof, and opens into the cylinder 27 near the end 
thereof which includes the biasing spring. It will there- 
fore be apparent that as the pressure reduction produced 35 
in the Venturi tube is introduced to the cylinder this re- 
duces the effect of the valve spring, and the valve is forced 
away from its valve seat by the static pressure of liquid 
flowing through the cylinder from the collector tube 21. 
The unseating of the valve 25 opens the outlet to the con- 40 
duit 26 and liquid is thereby forced from the separator 
by the static pressure difference between the liquid in the 
cylinder and in the conduit 26. The piston includes a 
groove restriction 2% in the side of the extension 25a to 
serve as an orifice restriction to limit the rate of liquid 45 
flow such that the said pressure required to overcome the 
bias spring means to unseat the valve 25 also is the pres- 
sure within the cylinder required to force that rate of 
liquid flow through the groove 256. As the liquid level 
recedes in the separator so that the Venturi tube is no 50 
longer submerged therein, the conduit 35, also the side 
of the piston valve engaged by the bias spring means, is 
subjected to the gas pressure, whereby the developed 
force and the spring closes the piston valve and liquid 
The liquid outlet conduit 26 may lead to a suitable stor- 
age means 40 with a check valve 41 installed in the con- 
duit 26 to prevent back flow from the tank. The storage 
means may include a conventional accumulator 42 with 
a transverse diaphragm 43 therein which is exposed on 00 
one side to the liquid to be stored, and is exposed on the 
other side to the liquid-gas mix entefing the tank through 
a conduit 44 which leads from the conduit 11. In this way 
the pumping device pumps only against the gas pressure 
existing the duct. A suitable drain 45 may be provided O B  
for the storage tank. This type of discharge and storage 
means for receiving liquid from the outlet conduit 26 is 
illustrative only, since other suitable storage means might 
be employed. 
It will therefore be apparent that a liquid removal sys- 
tern of the character described herein functions for pump- 
ing the liquid only when there is a necessity for liquid 
to be pumped, and is accordingly self-regulating. Control 
devices are therefore unnecessary and the separation of 
liquid occurs in response to the accumulation of a prede- 75 
flow from the separator ceases. 55 
ahollow, generally frustb-conical el&nentmounted in 
a conduit conveying a liquid-gas stream for rotation 
about its axis of generation, said hollow element 
having an outlet at its smaller end and an imperforate 
inwardly directed flange circumferentially engaging 
its larger end and defining an inlet to said hollow 
element for the liquid-gas stream, said larger end 
of the hollow element and the flange defining an 
annulus for the collection of liquid; 
a porous mass disposed within said hollow element and 
interposed in the liquid-gas stream to completely 
cover said outlet, whereby the mixed fluids to be 
separated pass into said porous mass and liquid is 
collected thereon, said liquid being disposable by 
centrifugal action to the annulus at the larger end 
of the hollow element; 
a hollow cylindrical chamber member having an out- 
let a t  one end thereof; 
means for supporting said cylindrical chamber member 
in fixed relationship to said generally frusto-conical 
element; 
a piston means slidably mounted in said cylindrical 
chamber member and dividing said cylindrical mem- 
ber into an outlet chamber fluidly communicating 
with said cylinder outlet and an actuation chamber; 
a spring means disposed within said actuation chamber 
and biasing said piston to a position where it closes 
off said outlet; 
a pair of tubes having open ends at different radial 
distances from the rotary axis of the separator with 
each said open end extending into said annulus and 
at least the tube end which is most radially distant 
from the rotary axis extending tangential to the 
annulus and being open in a direction opposite to  
the motion of the liquid as the separator rotates, 
said tubes being in fluid communication at  their 
other ends With the outlet chamber side of said 
cylinder member whereby liquid is pumped from 
said annulus into said cylinder member whenever 
at least one of said tube ends is submerged within 
liquid collected in said annulus; 
a Venturi tube disposed within the annulus of the 
frusto-conical chamber with the bore of the Venturi 
tube extending tangential to said annulus, said Ven- 
turi tube having a restricted orifice and being located 
3,224,173 
at a lesser radial distance from the rotary axis of stricted orifice of the Venturi tube by liquid flowing 
the separator than the open end of at least one of therethrough is introduced to said actuation chamber: 
said tubes; and to reduce the bias effect of the spring means and 
a conduit fluidly communicating the restricted orifice the fluid pressure in said outlet chamber moves the 
of the Venturi tube with the actuation chamber of 5 piston valve to open said cylinder outlet to permit 
said cylinder member whereby a pressure reduction flow of liquid from the annulus of the separator 
produced in the restricted orifice of the Venturi tube through said cylinder outlet; and 
by liquid flowing therethrough is introduced to the means for limiting the rate of liquid flow from said 
actuation chamber of the cylinder member to  re- outlet chamber whereby the fluid pressure which 
duce the bias effect of the spring means and fluid unseats said piston valve is the pressure which de- 
pressure in said outlet chamber moves the piston termines the rate of liquid flow from said outlet 
valve from its position wherein the cylinder outlet chamber. 
is closed to a second position wherein the cylinder 4. The combination of a duct having an enlargement 
outlet is open to permit flow of liquid from the therein, said duct having a longitudinal axis, said en- 
annulus of the separator through said cylinder mem- 15 largement containing a rotary centrifugal separator means 
ber outlet. for removal of liquid entrained in gas flowing in said duct, 
2. A centrifugal separator as described in claim 1 said separator means including an open-ended hollow 
wherein the porous mass disposed within the generally rotary frusto-conical element, said element being coaxially 
frusto-conical element is a body of open mesh wire. and rotatably mounted in said duct enlargement; an in- 
3. A centrifugal separator for removing liquid from a 20 wardly extending circular flange attached to the larger 
liquid-gas stream, said separator comprising: end of said element, said flange and said element defining 
a hollow member defining a generally frusto-conical an annular space within said element a t  the large end 
chamber and being mounted for rotation about the of said element for the collection of liquid, a porous 
axis of generation of said chamber, said hollow mass disposed within said element adjacent its smaller 
member having an outlet at the smaller end of said 25 end, said mass peripherally engaging the interior surface 
chamber and an inlet at the larger end of said cham- of said element whereby the gas with entrained liquid 
ber adapted to be fluidly communicated with a con- flowing into said element must pass through said mass 
duit conveying a stream of gas with liquid entrained and the liquid collected therein is carried by centrifugal 
therein, said inlet being formed interiorly of the pe- force into the annular space as the element rotates; means 
riphery of the larger end of said chamber whereby 30 for removing liquid from the annular space including a 
the larger end of said chamber defines an annulus fixed tube having an outlet portion coaxial with said duct, 
for the collection of liquid; said outlet portion being disposed within the larger end 
a porous mass disposed within said hollow element to of said element, said tube having a first arm fluidly com- 
cover said outlet and peripherally engage the frusto- municating said outlet portion with said annular space, 
conical surface whereby a liquid-gas stream corn- 35 said tube having a second arm fluidly communicating said 
municated to the inlet of said separator passes into outlet portion with said annular space, said first arm 
said porous mass and liquid is collected thereon, said having one end more radially distant from the rotary axis 
liquid being disposable by centrifugal action to said of the separator than said second arm, and said first and 
annulus; second arms having inlet portions extending tangential 
a hollow cylinder member having an outlet a t  one 40 to said annular space and in a direction opposite to  the 
end thereof; direction of rotation of said frusto-conical element; a 
means for supporting said hollow cylinder member in liquid outlet conduit coaxial with said duct, means re- 
fixed relationship to said generally frusto-conical sponsive to the accumulation of a predetermined amount 
chamber member; of liquid in said annular space for establishing fluid com- 
a piston means slidably mounted in said hollow cyl- 45 munication between said outlet portion of said tube and 
inder member and dividing said cylinder member said liquid outlet conduit whenever the quantity of liquid 
into an actuation chamber and an outlet chamber, in said annular space exceeds said predetermined amount, 
said outlet chamber fluidly communicating with said latter means including said outlet portion which is 
said cylinder outlet; a hollow cylinder closed at both ends, said hollow cyl- 
a spring means disposed within said actuation chamber 50 inder being coaxial with said duct and in fluid communica- 
and biasing said piston to a position where it closes tion with said liquid outlet conduit and with said first 
off said cylinder outlet; and second arms; valve means in said cylinder for open- 
a pair of tubes having open ends at  different radial ing and closing said liquid outlet conduit, said valve 
distances from the rotary axis of the separator with means including a piston dividing said cylinder into an 
each said open end extending into said annulus and 5.j outlet chamber and an actuation chamber; spring means 
at least the tube end which is most radially distant in said actuating chamber biasing said piston to a position 
from the rotary axis extending tangential to  the where said piston closes off said liquid outlet conduit; a 
annulus and open in a direction opposite to the third tube fluidly communicating said actuation chamber 
motion of the liquid as the separator rotates, said with said annular space, said third tube being longer 
tubes being in fluid communication at  their other 60 than at least one of said tube arms; a Venturi tube having 
ends with said outlet chamber whereby liquid is a throat and an inlet and outlet to said throat, said Ven- 
pumped from said annulus into said outlet chamber turi tube disposed tangential to said annular space with 
whenever at least one of said tube ends is submerged the inlet to said Venturi tube disposed in a direction 
within liquid in said annulus; opposite to the direction of rotation of said frusto-conical 
a Venturi tube disposed within the annulus of the ( j j  element, said third tube connected to and fluidly com- 
frusto-conical chamber with the bore of the Venturi municating with the throat of said Venturi tube whereby 
tube extending tangential to said annulus, said Ven- a pressure reduction produced in the throat of said Ven- 
turi tube having a restricted orifice in the bore turi tube by liquid flowing therethrough is introduced to 
thereof and being located at a lesser radial distance said actuating chamber to reduce the bias effect of said 
from the rotary axis of the separator than the open 70 spring means and said piston valve is moved to a position 
end of at least one of said tubes which extends to  open said liquid outlet conduit to permit flow of liquid 
into the annulus; from said annular space to said liquid outlet conduit; and 
a conduit fluidly communicating the restricted orifice means for limiting the rate of liquid flow from said outlet 
of the Venturi tube with said actuation chamber chamber to said liquid outlet conduit, to maintain the 
whereby a pressure reduction produced in the re- 75 pressure of liquid acting against the piston at  a level 
s,2a4,173 
7 
sufficient to  maintain the piston valve in open position 
whenever liquid flows through said Venturi tube, said 
flow limiting means comprising a longitudinal groove 
means in the periphery of said cylindrical piston means 
to serve as an orifice restriction to limit the rate of liquid 5 
flow from said outlet chamber to said liquid outlet con- 
duit, said groove means constructed and arranged so that 
the groove means fluidly communicates only said outlet 
chamber with said liquid outlet conduit when the piston 
is moved to open said outlet conduit. 
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